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Abstract— Traditional Service Discovery methods are based on the centralized UDDI regist

problems of performance bottlenecks like single node failures, load balancing etc. To address these problems, many approaches

on distributed architecture have been proposed  such as peer

Chord,Chord4S etc )which suffer from routing inefficiency and  causes over head delays. 

on the decentralized peer to peer system as well as a 

Chord 4S it supports service query with wildcards also. Load Balancing and Data Availability are further extended by distribu

domain specific services with respective peers and also a method called 

and improve the performance of the system. 

 

Index Terms— Peer to Peer System, Service Query, SOAP, UDDI, Web Services, XML

I. INTRODUCTION  

Web services are the services that are made available on the internet from a web server for the web users or the other web 

connected programs .They are application components which are in the 

application irrespective of platform in which it is developed. Web service description is provided in WSDL

be accessed from internet using SOAP [2] protocol. In industry, many applications are built by calling different web services 

available on internet. These applications are highly dependent on discove

web service must match with the input, output, preconditions and  effects specified by the user.

Description Discovery and Integration[1] .UDDI is the mechanism for registering and discovering web services. It is a platform

independent framework for describing services, discovering businesses, and integrating business services by using the Interne

Before the introduction of UDDI into the web 

with information about their products and services. Search

 

                                                                   
 
                                                                               Figure 1. Service Lookup using UDDI

 

An example scenario to illustrate the working of UDDI

 

For flight rate checking and reservation the industry publishes

UDDI directory. Travel agencies can  then search the UDDI directory to find the airline's reservation interface. When the interface 

is found, the travel agency can communicate with the service immediately because it uses a well

 

Service Discovery Approach 

Service Discovery is a process of obtaining 

process is performed in three major steps. First step is advertisement of web service by developers. Providers advertise web 

services in public repositories by registering their web services using web service description file written in WSDL. Second 

is web service request by user. User sends web service request 

repository. Web service matcher which is core part of web service discovery model, matches user request with available web 

services and finds a set of web service candidates. Final step is selection and invocation of one of the retrieved web services. 

Discovery of correct web service depends on how mature web service matching process is. i.e.; how actual requirements of user
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Traditional Service Discovery methods are based on the centralized UDDI registries and can 

problems of performance bottlenecks like single node failures, load balancing etc. To address these problems, many approaches

on distributed architecture have been proposed  such as peer-to-peer-based decentralized service discovery approaches (

Chord,Chord4S etc )which suffer from routing inefficiency and  causes over head delays.  Hence a new hybrid approach that is based 

on the decentralized peer to peer system as well as a centralized global repository is defined to address the problems. 

Chord 4S it supports service query with wildcards also. Load Balancing and Data Availability are further extended by distribu

domain specific services with respective peers and also a method called Request Mediator is introduced to red

Peer to Peer System, Service Query, SOAP, UDDI, Web Services, XML 

the services that are made available on the internet from a web server for the web users or the other web 

on components which are in the  XML  format[4]. Web services can be used by any 

platform in which it is developed. Web service description is provided in WSDL

[2] protocol. In industry, many applications are built by calling different web services 

pplications are highly dependent on discovering correct and efficient web 

web service must match with the input, output, preconditions and  effects specified by the user.

UDDI is the mechanism for registering and discovering web services. It is a platform

independent framework for describing services, discovering businesses, and integrating business services by using the Interne

the web , there was no Internet standard for businesses to reach their customers and partners 

with information about their products and services. Search process in UDDI is based on keyword matching

 

Figure 1. Service Lookup using UDDI 

An example scenario to illustrate the working of UDDI 

the industry publishes an UDDI standard, then airlines can 

then search the UDDI directory to find the airline's reservation interface. When the interface 

communicate with the service immediately because it uses a well-defined reservation interface.

 a set of services that can possibly fulfill the user requests.

in three major steps. First step is advertisement of web service by developers. Providers advertise web 

services in public repositories by registering their web services using web service description file written in WSDL. Second 

web service request by user. User sends web service request by specifying the requirement in predefined format to web service 

repository. Web service matcher which is core part of web service discovery model, matches user request with available web 

s and finds a set of web service candidates. Final step is selection and invocation of one of the retrieved web services. 

Discovery of correct web service depends on how mature web service matching process is. i.e.; how actual requirements of user
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ries and can easily suffer from the 

problems of performance bottlenecks like single node failures, load balancing etc. To address these problems, many approaches based 

based decentralized service discovery approaches (CAN, 

Hence a new hybrid approach that is based 

is defined to address the problems. Based on the 

Chord 4S it supports service query with wildcards also. Load Balancing and Data Availability are further extended by distributing the 

Request Mediator is introduced to reduce the overhead delay 

the services that are made available on the internet from a web server for the web users or the other web 

[4]. Web services can be used by any 

platform in which it is developed. Web service description is provided in WSDL [3] document. It can 

[2] protocol. In industry, many applications are built by calling different web services 

ring correct and efficient web service. The discovered 

web service must match with the input, output, preconditions and  effects specified by the user. UDDI stands for Universal 

UDDI is the mechanism for registering and discovering web services. It is a platform-

independent framework for describing services, discovering businesses, and integrating business services by using the Internet. 

, there was no Internet standard for businesses to reach their customers and partners 

in UDDI is based on keyword matching mechanism.  

then airlines can register their services into an 

then search the UDDI directory to find the airline's reservation interface. When the interface 

defined reservation interface. 

the user requests. A web service discovery 

in three major steps. First step is advertisement of web service by developers. Providers advertise web 

services in public repositories by registering their web services using web service description file written in WSDL. Second step 

specifying the requirement in predefined format to web service 

repository. Web service matcher which is core part of web service discovery model, matches user request with available web 

s and finds a set of web service candidates. Final step is selection and invocation of one of the retrieved web services. 

Discovery of correct web service depends on how mature web service matching process is. i.e.; how actual requirements of user 
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are represented in formalized way and how they are matched with available services

 

II.RELATED WORK 

 

Traditional service discovery approaches of the web services 

(UDDI).Many approaches for the architectures of UDDI have been proposed to improve the performance but still suffer from 

performance bottlenecks. 

 

A. CENTRALIZED ARCHITECTURE  

 

In the traditional system, UDDI [10] acts as the centralized server and have centralized registries to

these centralized service registries used, the UDDI may easily suffer from problems such as performance bottleneck and 

vulnerability to failures as the number of service consumers and requests increase. This inherent disadvantage prevents web 

services from being applied in large scalable service networks.

Firstly ,if the UDDI server fails it caused single node failure

difficult for a single server to handle and effects the scalability of the system. centralized infrastructures inherently suf

poor performance in an open SOC environment that demands high scalability. Measurements have been taken to tackle the 

problem by employing distributed UDDI registries. In [5

to enlarge the search space for service queries. Although a UDDI Federation Agent is added as an extension to a

registry to forward queries to other federating nodes, the authors did not provide any experimental evaluation. A Web Service

Crawler Engine is proposed to address the performance issue caused by

The engine crawls accessible UDDI registries and collects information in a centralized repository via which service consumers

can efficiently discover required web services.

pooling distributed information, as demonstrated by provided experimental results. However, it jumps back to the issue of 

reliability caused by singlenode failure. 

 
 B.DECENTRALIZED ARCHITECTURE  

In a decentralized Architecture, the information or the services are distributed across the UDDI registries

referred to be a node. This architecture overcomes the problems of the single node failure and i

but yet lack in load balancing. Decentralized service discovery is considered as a promising approach to addressing the problems 

caused by centralized infrastructures. Many approaches have been proposed based o

proposed in which the hash tables are used to map the keys to values and improves the system  but yet suffers from problems l

,flooding on every   request is clearly not scalable,

vulnerable and expensive. Schmidt and Manish proposed a paper on I

decentralized, real-time search capabilities in which complex queries with partial keywords and w

query cannot be efficiently routed to the nodes .Hence, suffers from the routing inefficiency. Replication of the data has be

implemented to the Chord [11] to improve the load balancing and low latency.

redundancy both have disadvantages. The replication approach leads to sophisticated maintenance for data availability. The 

redundancy approach requires significant change to the original service descriptions which may not be accepta

providers. Both approaches may result in a considerably large burden on the system. Later Chord4S[12] is implemented which is

a highly scalable and adaptable to robust environments .But this extended peer to peer approach has to encounte

delays in routing.  

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

 

The proposed Method is a Hybrid Approach supports high data availability along with the load balancing issues.It also further

extends the scalability of the system.  

 

 Hybrid service discovery approach  
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esented in formalized way and how they are matched with available services 

 
 

Figure 2. Service Discovery 

s of the web services  are based on Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration 

(UDDI).Many approaches for the architectures of UDDI have been proposed to improve the performance but still suffer from 

nal system, UDDI [10] acts as the centralized server and have centralized registries to

these centralized service registries used, the UDDI may easily suffer from problems such as performance bottleneck and 

ilures as the number of service consumers and requests increase. This inherent disadvantage prevents web 

services from being applied in large scalable service networks. There are many limitations for the

server fails it caused single node failure .Secondly, when there many number of service requests it is very 

difficult for a single server to handle and effects the scalability of the system. centralized infrastructures inherently suf

ce in an open SOC environment that demands high scalability. Measurements have been taken to tackle the 

stributed UDDI registries. In [5], Rompothong and Senivongse propose a federation of UDDI registries 

for service queries. Although a UDDI Federation Agent is added as an extension to a

registry to forward queries to other federating nodes, the authors did not provide any experimental evaluation. A Web Service

dress the performance issue caused by employing an enormous number of UDDI registries [6

The engine crawls accessible UDDI registries and collects information in a centralized repository via which service consumers

services. The proposed approach does improve the efficiency of web service discovery by 

pooling distributed information, as demonstrated by provided experimental results. However, it jumps back to the issue of 

the information or the services are distributed across the UDDI registries

This architecture overcomes the problems of the single node failure and improves the registry performance 

Decentralized service discovery is considered as a promising approach to addressing the problems 

Many approaches have been proposed based on the peer to

proposed in which the hash tables are used to map the keys to values and improves the system  but yet suffers from problems l

flooding on every   request is clearly not scalable, flooding may fail to find the content in the system.

Schmidt and Manish proposed a paper on Indexed Peer to Peer Technology[9

time search capabilities in which complex queries with partial keywords and w

query cannot be efficiently routed to the nodes .Hence, suffers from the routing inefficiency. Replication of the data has be

implemented to the Chord [11] to improve the load balancing and low latency. In an open SOC envir

redundancy both have disadvantages. The replication approach leads to sophisticated maintenance for data availability. The 

redundancy approach requires significant change to the original service descriptions which may not be accepta

providers. Both approaches may result in a considerably large burden on the system. Later Chord4S[12] is implemented which is

a highly scalable and adaptable to robust environments .But this extended peer to peer approach has to encounte

The proposed Method is a Hybrid Approach supports high data availability along with the load balancing issues.It also further
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are based on Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration 

(UDDI).Many approaches for the architectures of UDDI have been proposed to improve the performance but still suffer from 

nal system, UDDI [10] acts as the centralized server and have centralized registries to store services.As a result of 

these centralized service registries used, the UDDI may easily suffer from problems such as performance bottleneck and 

ilures as the number of service consumers and requests increase. This inherent disadvantage prevents web 

There are many limitations for the centralized architecture like, 

when there many number of service requests it is very 

difficult for a single server to handle and effects the scalability of the system. centralized infrastructures inherently suffer from 

ce in an open SOC environment that demands high scalability. Measurements have been taken to tackle the 

], Rompothong and Senivongse propose a federation of UDDI registries 

for service queries. Although a UDDI Federation Agent is added as an extension to a standard UDDI 

registry to forward queries to other federating nodes, the authors did not provide any experimental evaluation. A Web Service 

ous number of UDDI registries [6]. 

The engine crawls accessible UDDI registries and collects information in a centralized repository via which service consumers 

The proposed approach does improve the efficiency of web service discovery by 

pooling distributed information, as demonstrated by provided experimental results. However, it jumps back to the issue of 

the information or the services are distributed across the UDDI registries .A UDDI registry can be 

mproves the registry performance 

Decentralized service discovery is considered as a promising approach to addressing the problems 

n the peer to peer technology[8] .CAN[7] is 

proposed in which the hash tables are used to map the keys to values and improves the system  but yet suffers from problems like 

he system. This makes the system 

ndexed Peer to Peer Technology[9] that supports large scale 

time search capabilities in which complex queries with partial keywords and wildcards are supported but the 

query cannot be efficiently routed to the nodes .Hence, suffers from the routing inefficiency. Replication of the data has been 

In an open SOC environment, replication and 

redundancy both have disadvantages. The replication approach leads to sophisticated maintenance for data availability. The 

redundancy approach requires significant change to the original service descriptions which may not be acceptable by the service 

providers. Both approaches may result in a considerably large burden on the system. Later Chord4S[12] is implemented which is 

a highly scalable and adaptable to robust environments .But this extended peer to peer approach has to encounter the overhead 

The proposed Method is a Hybrid Approach supports high data availability along with the load balancing issues.It also further 
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In this proposed system there is decentralized Peer to Peer Architecture along with the centralized global repository

Decentralized method  represent as each node has its own local registry act as Domain based repository

Domain specific services in local registry, the whole system is  managed by one global centralized registry is done centrally

Request mediator will add  various service consumer  request to peer capacity list , which is  based

registry. Non domain specific repository and backup of domain specific repository are available in global repository.

 

 Network establishment 

 

A peer to peer network is established by creating individual nodes and a local 

has to be given.Each peer contains the specific services to a particular domain.

 Service creation  

Each time a new service is created ,it is stored in specific peer with respect to the domain .Each 

description and service specification .These details are stored in the specific peer.All these domain specific services  resp

peer are stored in the global repository along with the peer node information.

 Service query  

In service query the user can know all the services available in the network. Then the user can select any one of the service 

that. A service-specific query contains complete details of a service description and is used to look up a specific service. B

the clients requirements the service query is classified of two types[11],namely,

�  Service Specific Query (SSQ) : A service

used to look up a specific service. The objec

functionally equivalent services provided by different service providers.

Example : Bank ->Andhra Pradesh->UBI

 

�  Wildcard Query  : A wildcard contains various sub domains in it. Sometime

categories of services but not just one. Hence a wildcard query gives all the services related to that domain.

Example : Bank 

 

Service distribution 

After the client request is given in the form of the service query

service  and adds the request to the peer capacity list . then if the peer is busy for long time it is retrieved from the glo

repository.And then the client  gets the service response from the g

IV.EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

 This section describes the implementation details of execution of the project. 

a minimum set of  8  peers are taken in this case study. Service Provider need to register their services in the peer nodes o

peer to peer system.Each peer contains its domain specific service.So the r

respective peer.  A backup of all the services is maintained in the global repository which also maintains the 

information. Here  , 8 different domain specific web services    are considered like

Insurance Company, IT Company, Telecommunications Company are taken which are XML files with various service 

descriptions and service contents respectively . The Request Mediator transfers the service request eit

global repository based on the priority methods. Here, the priority is based on the load balancing factor,i

be busy if its load balancing capacity is high and then the request is transferred to the glo

waiting time for the client.Load balancing capacity is measured by the Swap_Space method in memory bytes.Swap_space method 

gives which peer is using more amount of space in the server currently and is assumed to be busy

requests.The below figure 3 illustrates the functional requirements of the system
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In this proposed system there is decentralized Peer to Peer Architecture along with the centralized global repository

Decentralized method  represent as each node has its own local registry act as Domain based repository

Domain specific services in local registry, the whole system is  managed by one global centralized registry is done centrally

Request mediator will add  various service consumer  request to peer capacity list , which is  based

registry. Non domain specific repository and backup of domain specific repository are available in global repository.

A peer to peer network is established by creating individual nodes and a local registry to each of them.The minimum size of nodes 

has to be given.Each peer contains the specific services to a particular domain. 

Each time a new service is created ,it is stored in specific peer with respect to the domain .Each 

description and service specification .These details are stored in the specific peer.All these domain specific services  resp

peer are stored in the global repository along with the peer node information. 

n service query the user can know all the services available in the network. Then the user can select any one of the service 

specific query contains complete details of a service description and is used to look up a specific service. B

the clients requirements the service query is classified of two types[11],namely, 

: A service-specific query which contains complete details of a service description and is 

used to look up a specific service. The objective of using service specific query is usually to look up a group of 

functionally equivalent services provided by different service providers. 

>UBI 

: A wildcard contains various sub domains in it. Sometimes service consumers need to search for 

categories of services but not just one. Hence a wildcard query gives all the services related to that domain.

n the form of the service query,Request Mediator  identifies the peer that has the requested 

service  and adds the request to the peer capacity list . then if the peer is busy for long time it is retrieved from the glo

And then the client  gets the service response from the global repository. 

This section describes the implementation details of execution of the project. To validate the Hybrid Service Discovery Approach 

a minimum set of  8  peers are taken in this case study. Service Provider need to register their services in the peer nodes o

peer to peer system.Each peer contains its domain specific service.So the registered service automatically gets stored in the 

respective peer.  A backup of all the services is maintained in the global repository which also maintains the 

8 different domain specific web services    are considered like   Automobile, Bank, Book, Cement  Company, 

Insurance Company, IT Company, Telecommunications Company are taken which are XML files with various service 

descriptions and service contents respectively . The Request Mediator transfers the service request eit

global repository based on the priority methods. Here, the priority is based on the load balancing factor,i

be busy if its load balancing capacity is high and then the request is transferred to the global repository inorder to reduce the 

waiting time for the client.Load balancing capacity is measured by the Swap_Space method in memory bytes.Swap_space method 

gives which peer is using more amount of space in the server currently and is assumed to be busy

requests.The below figure 3 illustrates the functional requirements of the system. 
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In this proposed system there is decentralized Peer to Peer Architecture along with the centralized global repository. 

Decentralized method  represent as each node has its own local registry act as Domain based repository and it will able to store a 

Domain specific services in local registry, the whole system is  managed by one global centralized registry is done centrally. 

Request mediator will add  various service consumer  request to peer capacity list , which is  based on priority methods  in local 

registry. Non domain specific repository and backup of domain specific repository are available in global repository. 

registry to each of them.The minimum size of nodes 

Each time a new service is created ,it is stored in specific peer with respect to the domain .Each service contains service 

description and service specification .These details are stored in the specific peer.All these domain specific services  respective to 

n service query the user can know all the services available in the network. Then the user can select any one of the service from 

specific query contains complete details of a service description and is used to look up a specific service. Based on 

which contains complete details of a service description and is 

tive of using service specific query is usually to look up a group of 

s service consumers need to search for 

categories of services but not just one. Hence a wildcard query gives all the services related to that domain. 

ies the peer that has the requested 

service  and adds the request to the peer capacity list . then if the peer is busy for long time it is retrieved from the global 

To validate the Hybrid Service Discovery Approach 

a minimum set of  8  peers are taken in this case study. Service Provider need to register their services in the peer nodes of the 

egistered service automatically gets stored in the 

respective peer.  A backup of all the services is maintained in the global repository which also maintains the peer node 

Automobile, Bank, Book, Cement  Company, 

Insurance Company, IT Company, Telecommunications Company are taken which are XML files with various service 

descriptions and service contents respectively . The Request Mediator transfers the service request either to the peer nodes or the 

global repository based on the priority methods. Here, the priority is based on the load balancing factor,i-e, the peer is assumed to 

bal repository inorder to reduce the 

waiting time for the client.Load balancing capacity is measured by the Swap_Space method in memory bytes.Swap_space method 

gives which peer is using more amount of space in the server currently and is assumed to be busy handling many service 
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Figure 3.  

 

Client send his requests in two types like the service specific 

 

CLIENT 

Service Query

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

 

This section examines the performance of the peer to peer system.

descriptions of the service are returned. The main aim is to

improve the load balancing. 

 

Single node failure  

 

Single node failure occurs when failure of a single node in the system results in the failure of the whole system.The Hybrid 

Service Discovery Approach successfully overcomes the bottleneck issues of single node failure .Here

of the various domains are stored in each peer respectively.Incase if a peer containing a particular service is down the serv

be retrieved from the Global Repository . 

 

 Load Balancing  

 

Here when the service request is made by the client the peer containing the specific service is identified by domain analysis and 

handles the service request. Then the peer is checked if it is busy by the Request 

the peer. Incase if the workload of the peer is higher than the threshold value it is assumed to be busy and the requested service 

can be fetched from the Global Repository. 

 

Response Time  

 

Response time is the time from which the server sends a response message until the message 

computed by dividing the total delay experienced by the number of clients.

 

 Data Availability   

 

A unique feature, and also a main design goal of Hybrid Service Discovery approach  is the high data availability. Here alo

with the peer nodes the Global repository contains the service descriptions.

descriptions can be fetched from Global repository.
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Figure 3.  Experimental setup of the system 

Client send his requests in two types like the service specific query and wildcard query. The datasets taken are,

 DATASETS 

Service Query 

Service Specific Query Wildcard Query

1.Service Name 
Service Name 

 2.Service Description 

 

Figure 4.Datasets for query evaluation 

 

examines the performance of the peer to peer system. When a client requests for a service ,then the service 

The main aim is to  overcome the bottlenecks of the centralized system as well as to 

Single node failure occurs when failure of a single node in the system results in the failure of the whole system.The Hybrid 

Service Discovery Approach successfully overcomes the bottleneck issues of single node failure .Here

of the various domains are stored in each peer respectively.Incase if a peer containing a particular service is down the serv

made by the client the peer containing the specific service is identified by domain analysis and 

Then the peer is checked if it is busy by the Request Mediator that calculates the current workload of 

rkload of the peer is higher than the threshold value it is assumed to be busy and the requested service 

Response time is the time from which the server sends a response message until the message 

computed by dividing the total delay experienced by the number of clients. 

A unique feature, and also a main design goal of Hybrid Service Discovery approach  is the high data availability. Here alo

with the peer nodes the Global repository contains the service descriptions. Hence, if any peer node fails still the service 

descriptions can be fetched from Global repository. 
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The datasets taken are, 

Wildcard Query 

 

When a client requests for a service ,then the service 

overcome the bottlenecks of the centralized system as well as to 

Single node failure occurs when failure of a single node in the system results in the failure of the whole system.The Hybrid 

Service Discovery Approach successfully overcomes the bottleneck issues of single node failure .Here firstly,service descriptions 

of the various domains are stored in each peer respectively.Incase if a peer containing a particular service is down the service can 

made by the client the peer containing the specific service is identified by domain analysis and 

that calculates the current workload of 

rkload of the peer is higher than the threshold value it is assumed to be busy and the requested service 

Response time is the time from which the server sends a response message until the message reaches its targeted client. It is 

A unique feature, and also a main design goal of Hybrid Service Discovery approach  is the high data availability. Here along 

if any peer node fails still the service 
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

Service discovery is an important factor in the Web Services.

have been proposed to overcome the performance bottlenecks of the centralized systems but yet lack in some of the issues like

overhead delay, flooding of input requests. Hence, a Hybrid Service Discovery approach is proposed in this paper that supports a 

decentralized peer to peer architecture in which the service information is distributed to the respective nodes .It also supp

centralized global repository that contains all the peer node information.

overcoming single node failures and further increasing the data availability of the system. The service request is transferre

global repository when the peer node is busy.

system. 

 

In future the semantic information can be integrated to the existing system and semantic service discovery can be implemented

as to improve the flexibility and accuracy of the system.
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